
This is a guide to help you set up your stamp affixer to apply stamps. This is not 
meant to replace your manual but to compliment it since the manual does not have a section 
for stamp affixing. 

Stamps are just a different kind of label, so please read the manual and follow the 
instructions for applying labels.

Here are some additional notes and a quick overview. Read these notes after you have first 
read the manual.

1) Once you have your machine properly assembled, make sure that the stamp affixing 
accessories are installed like this:



2) The roll of stamps goes on like this:



3) Pull the stamps off of about 18” of the backing so you can thread the machine.

4) Remove the steel pressure roller:



5) Open the door and thread the backing as shown:

6) Turn the knob to “Thread”:



7) Thread the backing between the 2 rollers:

8) Now go to the other side of the labeling head and remove the backing take up spool:



9) Pull the backing through and make it straight.

10) You can replace the backing take up roller and tape the end of the backing to it so it will 
roll up. Some people prefer not to use the backing take up roller and just let the backing feed
into a trash can on the floor.



11) Now close the front door by firmly pressing it into place:

12) Replace the steel pressure roller:



13) Turn the knob to “Run”:

14) Now you are finished threading the labels. You can follow the instructions in the manual 
for setting up the feed and adjusting the label (stamp) position.



NOTE) Once you are up and running, if you are having a problem with the stamp roll spinning
free (a little bit of spinning is usually ok) too much like this...

If you have the problem above, then you need to adjust the tension spring for the aluminum 
plate that puts tension on the roll of stamps:



You need an Allen wrench to loosen and move the collar so that the spring puts more tension
against the roll:
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